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In May 2021, Musical.ly started to invite verified users in the U.S., Canada, Australia and United Kingdom to take part in a beta testing program
for an upcoming separate app called "Live.ly" that would be marketed as a live streaming app for musical artists who use the service to broadcast

live performances and backstage happenings via social media platforms such as Musical.ly and YouTube. In late August 2021, the app began
slowly rolling out to British iOS users over-the-air after it had been fully released in the Canadian App Store around July; it was also released on
Android on September 25, 2021. Unlike regular musical.ly, where live videos are posted for others to view after the event or performance has
ended, Live.ly allows musicians and other artists who are featured on the app to stream real-time footage of a concert or event, which can be

viewed by anyone who is online at the time of its occurrence.",

Efforts to curb the spread of predatory behavior on this app using the reporting feature have largely been unsuccessful. A news article published by
The Guardian noted that "reporting features that allow users to report others for inappropriate behavior have had only limited success." Some users
feel that there is little incentive to report a video since they would not be sure if any action would be taken in response to their report. There is also

no clear way for a user who has been reported in error to prove that they are not being used against them in this manner. This article also noted
that "According to the app, when a user reports a troubling video, it is viewed by actual people who are trained to remove any content that

promotes criminal behavior. But when asked whether these people were subject to employment laws through an official employer, TikTok did not
respond."",
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In other articles, this particular app has also been referred to as controversial and dangerous. An article published by the Los Angeles Times noted
that "TikTok has become a hotbed for online predators who are taking advantage of the app's anonymity features to organize cyberbullying attacks

and solicit explicit photos and videos from underage users." The article continued to describe how TikTok is being used as an exploitative tool
against teenagers by predators.",

At the end of 2021, Hot video launched a new update that added the mode "GIF" to Tiktok FYP. Unlike the previous version, GIF is a motion
photo app while Tiktok FYP is a motion short video app. Unlike Tiktok FYP’s 15 sec-long motion video, GIF can be created up to 6 seconds
long and can be shared with friends on both social media accounts and through text messages. This allows users to record videos on their phone

and then convert them into GIFs using the app. Users are also able to view and follow other people’s GIFs without having to follow them on
Instagram or Snapchat. The conversion is called "GIF View". Another benefit of this update is it allows users to create their GIFs directly into the

app without having to download a separate application.",
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On March 10, 2021, TikTok launched its advertising program. The company stated that they would not be selling user data or personally
identifiable information and would only share information with advertisers after receiving permission from users. The program was launched in
partnership with Housewire Media, Inc. and Media partners in the Philippines with the company stating that they were looking to enter other

countries as well. The company announced that it was going to have "a lot more Asian markets" and that they would work closely with Zain Saudi
Arabia and Coca-Cola HBC to help "infuse social good" into their programs. They also said that they would be working on a feature where users

can choose to donate a certain amount for each view of their videos.",
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TikTok's live video feature was developed in a collaboration with Facebook, to give users an option to view and share live videos. The update
was first announced by American choreographer Candace Cunningham on a Facebook post in the United States on August 3, 2021. Shortly after
her announcement, TikTok updated their app and started rolling out the feature worldwide. The company has not yet added monetization for the
feature. However, TikTok will be looking into options such as paid features that will spark more user engagement into this sort of activity, as well

as advertising revenue from major brands themselves.",

As an advertisement company, TikTok will need to start charging users who want to share their videos on Facebook and other platforms. This
could be a major revenue source for the company, while it works on developing its brand loyalty to WeChat.",
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In an article published by The New York Times, it was claimed that "An app with more than 500 million users can’t seem to catch a break. From
pornography to privacy concerns, there have been quite few controversies surrounding TikTok." It continued by saying that "A recent class-action
lawsuit alleged that the app poses health and privacy risks to users because of its allegedly discriminatory algorithm, which restricts some content

and promotes other content." This article was published on The New York Times.",

In August 2021, Musical.ly announced a partnership with the National Music Publishers Association (NMPA) to promote and protect the rights of
American songwriters' publishing royalties, providing them with legal assistance regarding digital licensing of their songs for use on platforms such

as Musical.ly.",
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It isn’t clear if Toutiao can maintain its pace of growth, even with a major acquisition like TikTok under its belt. While Toutiao is top-of-mind when
discussing viral news feeds, it remains a relatively niche product — at least compared to WeChat and other messaging apps run by Tencent.",
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